
From: Rosemary Thompson <koalawmn@hotmail.com> 
Date: December 15, 2015 at 10:33:15 PM PST 
To: "steve.tate@morganhill.ca.gov" <steve.tate@morganhill.ca.gov>,  
"rich.constantine@morganhill.ca.gov" <rich.constantine@morganhill.ca.gov>,  
"larry.carr@morganhill.ca.gov" <larry.carr@morganhill.ca.gov>,  
"marilyn.librers@morganhill.ca.gov" <marilyn.librers@morganhill.ca.gov>,  
"gordon.siebert@morganhill.ca.gov" <gordon.siebert@morganhill.ca.gov> 
Cc: "s.unger@tcac-usa.com" <s.unger@tcac-usa.com>,  Rosemary Thompson 
<koalawmn@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Appeal, AP-15-07: Jarvis-MWest 

Mr. Mayor and City Council Members,   12/15/2015 

 

I am writing to urge you to uphold the Planning Commission’s evaluation of the RDCS 
Application in regards to the Jarvis-MWest development (AP-15-07). 

Over the past year and a half, I have spoken against the MWest project for a variety of reasons.  
However, the most prominent of my objections points to the way in which MWest has foisted 
their project upon this town with your assistance. 

At a “community meeting”, hosted by MWest in October, I was actually told by Kerry Williams 
what you, my elected officials, could and couldn’t do in relation to the zoning and design of this 
project.  Furthermore, all input from myself and other residents was negated by Ms. Williams as 
unfeasible, too expensive, and impractical.  The business community was also treated with this 
same level of closed mindedness when they met with Ms. Williams at TenCate Industries in late 
August.  In short, MWest wants free reign to do as they please, no matter what the eventual 
consequences to our town. 

It seems that the only mitigation to the consequences of making hasty decisions on this matter is 
to rely on the advice sent to you the Planning Commission.  They have a broader view and more 
detailed understanding of how the myriad of developments, currently underway and soon to 
come, could work together and be less detrimental to our town.  Please uphold their evaluation of 
the RDCS Application for the Jarvis-MWest site. 

  

Regards, 

Rosemary Thompson    

 
 
Sent from Windows Mail 
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